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HOMELESSNESS….. 
No further an unattended weep. 

                                                      

A case study starring the worries of homeless race. 

Documentation and publication of the plight of homeless people has been done after 

having sought their consent.                                                         
                                                                 - Mohammad Ahmer Khan. 

                                                                                                  (Jamia Millia Islamia) 

                                                                                             DUSIB Student Volunteer. 

                                                                                                         16-30 Jan, 2015. 
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delightedly acknowledge the Delhi Urban 

Shelter Improvement Board (DUSIB) 

officials, Non governmental organisations 

(NGOs) , Shelter’s caretakers, Shelter’s 

sweepers and notably  the homeless 

populace whose alacrity to put up their 

homelessness experiences and 

perceptions  made this case study 

achievable. 

Rough lives heading towards a blind 

tomorrow, HOMELESS people are 

introduced with. 
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Each day they taste miseries and life’s 

hardships. 

Drowns in their own pool of tears. 

 

Efforts fail, yet no relief steers. 

 

 

She too wants to wear a smile. 

 

To reach the zenith, such dreams pile. 

 

Unending hope of becoming a doctor. 

 

 

Makes her glued to hers sorry past .  

 

From time immemorial, human race bears the evilnesses  in some form or the 

other.Graspingness  , hunger and drug abuse are some of the persisting immoralities that has 

darkened the lives of common mass  . HOMELESSNESS- A wintry disaster , is one of the evil 

which has winded many,  in its trap. To be homed, is a universal  human right , yet ,many are 

homeless. Have they lost their liability to live any further? 

If, no, then, who should lend them a helping hand ??? 

Rough lives scavenging for betterment. 

!!! 

Rosy ,visually impaired, eleven  years old, is highly  

ambitious to be an abled doctor some day. 

Feebly, she said, 

“I daily sleep in this shelter and have a great will to get my present day obstacles 

circumvented soon”. 
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t’s sad time of the year when homeless 

people are seen spending out their 

sleepless nights on the streets. Battling 

severe cold, many homeless people 

spends their night on streets of Indian 

capital battling not just intensified cold 

but abuse and violence too. Many 

homeless people, when interviewed, 

share their stories of sexual assault and 

police apathy they face. 

 

Rosy being the eldest child of her parents 

is a sibling sister to four brothers, 

depicted above. Rosy unhesitatingly said, 

“It’s been a handsome amount of time, 

since, I became a regular inmate of this 

shelter. Though, I am fed with rusks and 

a cuppa tea everyday by the caretakers, 

arranging another meal gets tedious. Tears 

roll down my cheek, almost every day, 

sightless, I am born, and with the same 

disability I will leave this world.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Her blind stony eyes speak her grief with 

which she daily respires. Being so quick-

witted even, she remains heartsick and 

vacuous. 

Super smart Sultan, nine years old, (first 

from left), aspires to be an engineer. 

Wildest of the wild dreams, these 

innocent creatures possess, yet they end 

up begging and burglarizing the 

things.They were born in the lap of 

homeless parents. No fault of their own. 

n empty bowl -the beggar’s 

possession , hoping each and every 

minute , a buck they will beg.To us , 

these children should have been studying in 

schools and kicking up their heels in the 

playground.  

DUSIB in collaboration with several non 

governmental organisatons is lending them a 

helping hand so that these angelic and 

faultless little lives may evolve up as abled 

humans instead of having these lives 

wrenched and fractured.  

I 
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Rosy – Soldiered with four brothers . 
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Rosy’s mother too spoke of her cries 

,when questioned ,what challenges does 

she face where you are mother to four 

childs with no any self owned roof to 

protect them.?    

She came to Delhi for the very first time 

eleven years ago ,after having migrated 

from a village located in Kolkata.She 

stayed almost whole of this eleven years 

period of life on the busy streets of walled 

city and bustling night shelters 

surrounding the Jama Masjid.   

 

“My perpetual worry , what my children will 

grow up to be ,never ends. The tone of this worry 

gets louder on each passing day. This tone verily 

pinches my soul, where I am filled with 

hopelessness , when my sight starts from my 

blind daughter and ends up at my six months old 

and feeble baby. The reckless condition that we 

have moulded ourselves forces us to get an illegal 

relief from our miseries by relying upon the drugs 

or the tobacco consumption.My husband ageing 

to her bones , is mentally ill which remained the 

chief reason of having attached the tag of 

homeless with our ailing lives” , she said. 

 

Each one of these people have a story. Each 

one has a life.Neither one of them are never 

born. Yet so omitted they feel. Time and time 

again , the worries overpower their 

positivities. 

 

 

She added , “people measures your worth with a 

home identity and home security . If you have a 

house you have a higher right.So did Ifeel during 

those initial days of being homeless. Actually no 

one expects to be homeless. We have got several 

friends who are putting up in these  shelters since 

a very long time and have gained mutual feeling 

of respect and gratitude towards each other.” 

 

o the same question, she added saying 

, “Had you been  living in my shoes you 

would better know the challenges then. 

Its really comforting , availing the free of 

cost floor mats , blankets, sanitised  loos and a 

cup of tea with two rusks  is daily offered , still 

waves of uninvited mishaps shakes us. I am 

satisfied but our  security concerns are never 

seen.” 

 

Broken inner being, she seemed , still she 

strengthened herself to speak about  her  

woes tormenting her soul.  
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hen comes the Rosy’s dad ,a ropy 

rickshaw puller , who daily deforms her 

body with  enormous weights of solids 

to be transported from the industrious 

markets. Frail at body , sharp at tongue, didn’t 

fail to speak up the things , he wants for his 

five children. 

“I earn 520 rupees a day , yet nothing remains 

when clock ticks twelve in the night. People 

come and go, interview us now and then, never 

did we observe any progress.” 

When asked , being homeless , who  actually 

cares for you ? 

“Who has none , has the God” , said the agely-

witted man. 

Why are you homeless ? , an another 

question he is to answer. 

“When I initiated with the wrong doings , 

ranging from wandering over the streets for no 

reason, to the high degree consumption of bidis 

and guthkas , I realised , I am on the verge of 

getting homeless. I was knowing , I am going to 

be homeless. I am going to be mentally retarded, I 

am going to be addicted to drugs and I am going 

to be sick and affected. Tragedy comes before any 

human being , uninvited. Because of unavoidable 

situations and circumstances  , drug abuse, I 

ended up being a man with no home. Though , I 

am married , I really do not care for my moral 

duties. Religiously, I am muslim, hardly or never 

I offer namaz . Our sickened lives deter us from 

our religious duties. Torn clothes , pell –mell 

minds , infected breaths, our day starts and ends 

with.Surviving on the city streets was really 

cumbersome , yet we lived . The fact that I am 

able to speak up and is being listened is because 

of your hardwork. No one bothers about us. The 

great maintenance the shelter affords for us is 

really facilitative. However , I won’t fail to 

complain you about the negative aspects of this 

shelter which really mattered me and my lady .” 

ere , he tried to speak up over the 

pangs of separation from her 3 year 

old girl child.  

“It happened on a dreary night , my 3 year old 

girl, whom I made her sleep next to me was no 

where around me , when I woke up.” 

Deviating from his manly behave, he cried 

saying “ I do know I am too poor to be a part of 

your decisions , too weak to raise a voice , but I 

would say , we beggars, drunkards, destitutes too 

have emotions and sentiments. Your reckless 

attitude , at times , shatters our hope to continue 

with our sick lives. However, being on streets , 

getting stuck with dust , blackened feets is never 

better than to be relatively safe in shelters.” 

Furthermore , he is questioned about the 

services of the shelters . 

He uttered, “we are really chuffed with all of 

your supports to live this vulnerable life, instead 

of no surety of sustenance ,the another day, being 

on roads. But do work for our security, for our 
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upbringings , in an efficient manner so that my 

children – the innocent lives are really taken care 

of. They are too young to judge their ill lives 

being too alien towards the worldly pleasures .” 

One cant weigh their woes, yet it remains an 

irony , that they are drug and substance 

abusers. 
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Who step out leaving their comfort of their 

homes. 

Works hard & with love make a home. 
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Whose names and works deserve respect and 

applause. 

Their lives end up in obscurity. 

 

 

 

 
The homeless are pained by the cold shivers as much as the coldness of indifference they 

suffer at our hands. 

"There are atrocities big and small, which surround a homeless person. But perhaps the 

biggest one is the terrifying fact that there will be no comfort or safety or even the 

guarantee of another day in those cold nights . DUSIB’s initiative to home the homeless 

will really be helful  for those unforgotten population of our state. 
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Drunk man lying on the streets very near to 

the historical monument , Delhi’s Jama 

masjid. Soon , the rescue team was reported 

to attend this abandoned man. 

 

Shrikanth*, 47 years old , a migrant from 

Uttar pradesh, who in surf of employment 

ended up placing himself on dusty streets 

transforming his normal life to an infected 

one . He said , “while sleeping on the road, one 

night , it happened that a rat peeled off my skin 

and thus I contracted rat bite fever. Conditions 

of mine worsened untill one of my friend 

persuaded me to sleep in these rat free night 

shelters.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

arnam Chakraborthy , 77 years old , is 

not alone , as others are. He is 

surrounded with a security guard , 

Kaalu, eight years old, a dog. "I'm not your 

musty homeless person," he said. "I have never 

engulfed even  a single drop of alcohol , and 

never do I consume drugs. Many here are down 

on their luck , and so do I " . 

Expressing his strong bond that he shares with 

his kaalu , he said , “I and my Kaalu help each 

other through tough times.” 

Aged yet shivering to his bones, never fails to 

care for his Kaalu. Homeless too have 

sentiments , we must infer this.  

 

H 

Homeless striving  for  their  livelihood...... 
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His day and night goes  wandering over the 

streets. Ram prakash, 79 years old , with 

impaired urinary tract , keeps care of his Uro-

bag to the most. He earns 50 rupees a day to 

have a hold over his daily feeding of alcohol. 

Never goes a night , he sleep without having 

his dose of alcohol. 

 

“I am so old that without any support I cant 

even stand straight. I daily consume liquor which 

relaxes me althroughout the night.” , he said, 

when interrogated for alcohol abuse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rubina Khatoon, 34 years old, a seasonal 

beggar , begs 150 rupees a week , and is 

highly contented with her life now. 

She has suffered a series of tortures which has 

helped her evolve into a great human being . 

How does she see her life ? 

“Life for me has been really oppurtunistic. 

Though I am a beggar but, my two children aged 

in their teenages are studying in hostel , solely on 

the basis of social work you officials are involved 

in. Was wronged by my man to the highest level 

of torture one can be subjected to. Story of my 

life is really soul shaking, however, i do not want 

to light upon such unfortunate bygones . What I 

need to convey is that , to an another level 

advance the facilities for homeless . We really are 

skillfull , but our skills are never transformed 

into bank notes. Some vocational training and 

the placement too , you and other officials should 

think upon.” 
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eing one of the entity of the 

student contingent, so chosen to 

inspect, scrutinize and narrate the 

things related to homeless , I feel myself 

authoritative , to produce the following 

CLUES or SUGGESTIONS , to the revered 

DUSIB officials , which , I assuredly feel, if 

accomplished , may work wonders . 

I do require the concerned authorities to 

awake the wrong doers from their deep 

slumber else evict them from their 

allotted seats. Sooner or later , the reader 

may be confronted with such sinners. 

 

 

 

 

EPLOYMENT OF SECURITY GUARDS. 

Pick-pocketing , feuds and other 

related burglaries are no alien 

occupations , the homeless are involved 

in. Drunkards are plenty in number and 

each passing day the number increments. 

Care takers too , possess a right to live 

securely .  

These varying facets of homeless do not 

actually know the worth of living a life , 

what they everyday head towards to, is 

their BLIND FUTURE wherein they have 

already patted themselves that no further 

progress they will taste. 

 

 

 

 

However, caretakers , as reported, feels 

unsafe being employed in the areas where 

there are ample number of violent 

homeless people. Homeless people carry 

blades, sharp surfaced objects etc. to 

attack the other person ,which surely  

questions the security of the caretaker. 

Deploying guards won't only be helping 

the caretakers , it'll also enhance the 

smooth functioning of the shelters in the 

fashion that the guards will also be 

keeping an strict eye over the use of 

allocated and imbursed resources gained 

from NGOs or DUSIB in totality. Cleverly 

,inmates more often burgle blankets from 

the shelters . 
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Suggestions – To maximise the reach out services of shelter : 
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ELECTION CRITERION FOR A 

CARETAKER. 

 

Caretakers, as observed, are busy with 

their own lives when at work. (Evidences 

can be fetched from the 

author).Caretakers who really have a zeal 

to work for the betterment of these rough 

lives and who are instilled with social 

values should be inducted .Educational 

qualification alone wont work. Caretakers 

have a pivotal role in the security and 

maintenance of shelter inmates which is 

really a highly responsible role . 

Caretakers must fulfill the following 

criterion : 

a) 10+2 passed must be the minimum 

qualification. 

b) Crowd handling capability with high 

degree of humaneness , the caretakers 

must possess. 

c) Physically challenged people are 

ineligible to be inducted as caretaker . 

d) Homeless but educated must be given 

the preference over others. 

e) Caretaker inducted for the first time 

will be offered some voluntary training , 

the absenteeism in  

the same will be objected.  

f) Caretaker should fulfill the age criterion 

too, i.e. 

Minimum age limit : 25 years, Maximum 

age limit: 50 years . 

g) High flair in Counseling and convincing 

the people for good , the caretaker must 

excel in . 

 

 

EYSER-WATER – An indispensable 

requirement of homeless people. 

 

Many suggested the ironing of blankets to 

kill the lice , on the other side few 

suggested to sunbathe the blankets . In 

my opinion, the problem of lice for 

homeless is because of “The Unclean 

surroundings” they are surviving in. 

Providing geyser water may help the 

caretakers to easily persuade the 

homeless to avail the shower. It will really 

help them in bettering their sick and tired 

lives .Thus , ensuring that homeless 

people daily takes bath with the geyser 

water , makes us certain that the LICE 

MENACE will surely evade. 
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USIB should offer BOUNTIES for 

two caretakers from each district 

, one being the male and the  

another female. Board should bring up 

some fascinating rewards or cashprizes so 

that they may  

work to their level best so as to hit the 

bull’s eye. It may also help in rightful 

exploitation of caretakers into their 

allotted duties . 

 

 

 

 

 

O PILLOW ENTERTAINS AN 

UNRELAXED SLEEP.  

 

No use of pillows is known to cause 

mental frustrations. Homeless, be it a 

male or a female, as surveyed, possess 

annoying and peevish behaviour which is 

largely due to an inadequate sleep.  

No use of pillow , chokes the network of 

veins accompanying the brain which in  

 

 

turn leads to malfunctioning of their brain 

,thereby making them violent and stormy 

kind of, as suggested by doctors. 

To get an immediate relaxation from this 

back aches , homeless people quench 

their thirst with liquors . 

Pillows will really help in making them 

learn the worth of living a serene life. In 

order to better their lives, a pillow per 

homeless inmate should be provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

PECIAL SKILLS TRAINING FOR HOMELESS  

  

We generally categorize our 

homeless as drunkards, pick-pocketers, 

abusers ,beggars etc. However, another 

forgotten categorization can also be 

accomplished on the basis that many of 

the homeless people are filled with skills 

to earn money . 

Chefs, caterers, band masters, plumbers, 

stuff loaders,story writers etc - our 

homeless people are. What they earn per 

D 
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day is quite a handsome amount of 

money, they are more often offered 800 

bucks daily just for a single day duty . 

”Unless we lit a lamp, we wont be able to 

light up anything.” . 

Thus, through such trainings the homeless 

will add in to their hands a SKILL to strive 

for progress and a bettered life. 

Exploiting their skills then , won’t only be 

advantageous for themselves but also the 

state's PER CAPITA INCOME will largely be 

enhanced. 

Women shelter must have 5-10 sewing 

machines so that the female inmates may 

earn their livelihood being in the shelter 

itself.  

 

We must formulate a framework wherein 

the homeless people progresses. 

Whosoever sleeps , irrespective of his/her 

present condition , has got the right to live 

with dignity . 

Present way of admissions of homeless 

into the shelters may never help in 

decrementing their number.  

They will never halt the habit of using the 

shelters and thoughtfully will continue to 

do so . 

If there is some befitting or suitable 

reformation and improvement possible so 

that they may polish their skills, then why 

would they continue rotting their lives 

???? 

 

 

 

ORE NUMBER OF DRUG/ 

ALCOHOL DE-ADDICTION 

CENTRES. 

 

As surveyed ,nearly 40 % of the homeless 

are drug addicts. Many of them deliver or 

supply drugs too. To see the goal 

accomplished, we must construct such De 

addiction houses so as to transform SICK 

LIVES into the CREDIBLE ones. 
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ESHUFFLING PROCESS FOR 

CARETAKERS AND HOMELESS 

PEOPLE.  

Board must strictly lay down a regulation 

that after every four or six months a 

caretaker shall be reshuffled to some 

other shelter which may ensure that 

caretakers do not indulge in petty 

businesses in and around the shelters. 

Caretaker of various places are largely 

undeserving and unsuitable for the post 

following the above depicted reason. 

Housemates too should be reshuffled now 

and then so that they may not come in a 

position to claim for the place they sleep 

regularly at, as their possession taken for 

granted. 

 

URPRISE INSPECTIONS BY THE 

DUSIB OFFICIALS , TWICE A WEEK . 

 

Inspection necessarily do not mean 

signing the visitors book and the work is 

done. I caught one of the caretaker 

making an ill use of power supply of the 

shelter and charging the people for the 

same. 

This happened just because I cleverly 

spied over them by peeping through the 

window and was able to end up such an 

illegal exploitation of power . 

Intelligent and surprise inspections of the 

shelters must regularly be carried out. 

 

 

 

NFRASTUCTURE SHOULD BE 

IMPROVED. 

It’s a human tendency to blindly run to 

gain benefits. Furnished beds, sundried 

durries/blankets with no lice in them, 

cleaner surroundings, rat-free shelters, 

sanitized loos and hygienic meal should be 

maintained in order to make homeless 

people avail the bests of their life. 
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However hard it may be , many have come back to their 

normal lives. Continuity in the efforts is to be maintained.  

 

Following reasons I gained , that subjected them to own a 

temporary home-The road. 

*Substance abuse. 

*Loss of spouses. 

*Medical abuse. 

*Physical violences. 

 

While dealing with the homeless people in Delhi, ,one 

may encounter that this populace comes from the rural 

vackground of India and rigid reasons for coming to 

Delhi in search of work , which is attributed to poverty. 
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This is the story of the lost homeless child. 

He was the one with eyes wild . 

The day when innocence was lost. 

He was haunted by the future frost. 

Yes and No , in an ocean of may be . 

Untill today he was a freebie. 

No one fell into the depth of his eyes . 

To know he was just a child not wise.   

 No one saw his wet eyes. 

No one heard his loud cries. 

The world was  cruel to him. 

Although, his tears brimmed. 

He’s lost.......Yes , he’s lost. 

His innocence is gone. 

He lives , but had to pay the cost. 

He crushed his innocence with which he was 

born .  

The day innocence was lost ,  

That day a child was lost. 

This is the story of the lost homeless child. 

No one noticed he had dreams very wild. 

 

      The homeless child. 
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Mohammad Ahmer Khan. 

Pursuing Btech. in civil engg .from Jamia Millia Islamia. 

 

A carefree go lucky who is constantly hunting to learn about 

the prevailing social causes of such ill lives so as to mould 

myself into a human being serving the down trodden 

populace. 


